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high fluid thermal capacity, the absorption cooler, and a systems con-

troller. These models are described.

Several aspects of solar cooling systems design are presented here.

The options of storing surplus availability at temperatures greater

than 76°C (hot storage) and at temperatures less than 12°C (cold

storage) are examined and discussed in detail. Analysis is also con-

ducted to determine solar collector exiting temperature response to

abrupt changes in solar insolation, with collector fluid thermal

capacity and airconditioner nominal capacity as parameters. The affect

of sink temperature on system performance and the question of using



cooling towers are investigated. Problems associated with computer

simulations and their solutions are discussed.

The results indicate that the system with the cold storage consumes
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With regard to the effect of sink temperature on system performance,

there is a sharp drop in the performance for sink temperatures exceeding

25°C.
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COMPUTER SIMULATION AND EVALUATION OF SOLAR COOLING SYSTEMS
WITH HOT AND COLD STORAGE OPTIONS

CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

In the last few years, there has been an increasing awareness and

concern for the problem of finding new and abundant sources of energy

to support the growing population and economy of the world. Conven-

tional fossil fuels are being depleted at a rapid rate, and nuclear

energy has been enmeshed in an unresolved controversy regarding safety.

Environmental considerations have prevented full exploitation of the

plentiful coal reserves.

In this search for new energy sources, considerable attention is

being focused on the problem of utilizing solar energy for heating,

airconditioninq, power generation, crop drying and so on. Solar energy

has, of course, been utilized in one form or another by mankind for

several thousands of years, but its utilization was not technologically

refined until recently. Nowadays, research in solar energy conversion

varies from the simple "backyard" kind to very sophisticated levels.

Use of solar energy for space heating and cooling is indeed a

promising prospect and should become widely applicable in the near

future. Solar cooling is a particularly attractive prospect because it

is needed most at such places where--and at such times when--sunshine
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is most abundant. Most of the developing countries of the world,

which incidentally are quite concentrated in the tropics, will benefit

from this application.

This thesis concerns itself with some design aspects of solar

cooling. The primary interest here is in examining the relative

merits of systems with hot and cold storage tanks. The principal tool

is a computer simulation program called TRNSYS, developed by the Solar

Energy Laboratory at the University of Wisconsin--Madison (4). Weather

data for the Portland/Vancouver area was used as input to the simula-

tions which were conducted on the Oregon State University's Cyber 73

computer.

The work was made possible by a research grant to the university

from the U.S. Department of Energy, through the Bonneville Power

Administration (BPA). The BPA also has ongoing experimental research

on a solar heating and cooling system at Vancouver, Washington. The

facility is called the "Prototype Energy Retrieval System" (PER), and

this study draws considerable information from it (3).

The PER system is briefly described in Chapter II, the system

collector is described and examined in Chapter III, the steps leading

to computer simulation are discussed in Chapter IV, and the results of

the simulation are presented and evaluated in Chapter V. Chapter VI

contains a study of the effect of sink temperature on cooling system

performance, while conclusions are drawn in Chapter VII.



CHAPTER II

THE PROTOTYPE ENERGY RETRIEVAL SYSTEM

The Prototype Energy Retrieval (PER) system incorporates two dis-

tinct systems: space solar heating assisted by the use of low grade

thermal energy rejected from the cooling circuit of a transformer; and

space cooling by solar energy. The system is located at BPA's Ross

sub-station near Vancouver, Washington.

A schematic of the PER system is shown in Figure 2.1. The col-

lector array is located on the roof of the control room. During the

cooling period, hot water from the collector is used to run an absorp-

tion unit which chills water in a storage tank. Cold water from the

tank is circulated through a fan-coil unit to cool the room. During

this season, the heat pump works as a chiller and cools the room

whenever solar energy or stored availability is inadequate. The

absorption unit and the back-up chiller reject energy to cooling water

that is presently being drawn from the municipal supply.

During the heating season, hot water from the collector enters

the storage tank heat exchanger directly to heat the water in the tank.

From the tank, hot water is pumped through the fan-coil unit to heat

the room when needed. The back-up heat pump now has its low temper-

ature reservoir located at the cooling circuit of the transformer so

that some of the waste energy may be profitably utilized.

A heat exchanger for dumping excess energy is incorporated in

the system, and it serves to prevent boiling in the collector.
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Ethylene glycol is added to the water in the collector to prevent

freezing through temperatures down to -18°C. The expansion tank

serves to accomodate the increase in liquid volume due to heating.

The PER system was designed and built for BPA by the Energy

Systems Division of Carrier Corporation.
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CHAPTER III

THE PER SYSTEM SOLAR COLLECTOR

3.1 Description of the Collector

The collector used for the PER system is of the evacuated tube

type, manufactured and sold by Owens-Illinois Inc. of Toledo, Ohio,

under the registered trade designation "Sunpak". Collectors of this

type are very efficient because a good vacuum is a very effective

insulation against conduction and convection losses.

Figure 3.1 illustrates the basic module from which the overall

collector is assembled. It consists of three concentric tubes, of

which the outer cover tube is clear borosilicate glass and serves to

retain the insulating vacuum. The middle absorber tube is also clear

borosilicate glass. It is sealed to the cover tube at one end and is

supported within the outer tube by a spring at the other end. The

absorber tube is coated on the outside with a selective surface which

absorbs nearly all the incident solar radiation but is a relatively

poor emitter of infrared radiation. The inner tube serves to convey

fluid between the absorber tube and the manifold. The collected energy

is transferred to the stream of fluid which flows past the inner sur-

face of the absorber tube.

A "Sunpak" collector unit comprises 24 of the above modules which

are manifolded so that all of them are in a series flow pattern. The

arrangement of the manifold and the flow pattern are shown in Figure 3.2.
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Figure 3.2. Flow pattern in the solar collector unit.
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The individual modules are merely pressed against the manifold assembly

and sealed by "0" rings and grommets at the contact points. Figure 3.3

shows how the 24 tubes, comprising a nominally 1.22 m x 2.44 m col-

lector unit, are assembled.

The Sunpak collector system installed in the PER system includes

the "shaped reflector" option. The specular reflector of highly reflec-

tive aluminium consists of shaped, interlocking sections which are

fastened to each individual tube by means of stainless steel wire

straps. By gathering energy over a wider area and reflecting it on

to the modules, the reflectors increase the amount of collected energy.

The PER collector consists of 35 Sunpak collector units located

on the roof of the control room of the sub-station. The important

numerical descriptions are listed in Table 3.1. The 35 collector units

are manifolded in parallel, so that the total pressure drop equals that

of a single unit.

3.2 A Study of the Collector's Sensitivity to Abrupt
Changes in Incident Radiation

As would be expected, the Sunpak collector is highly efficient,

with the overall efficiency exceeding 0.55 under most conditions.

This is also evidenced by the fact that the stagnation temperature,

with air in the collector, can be as high as 350 °C. Here, it is

desired to ascertain whether or not the collector contains adequate

fluid within it to serve as an effective thermal capacitance. The

thermal capacity of the fluid in a collector is an important parameter

in any situation where the collector is directly coupled in a closed
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Table 3.1. Numerical description of each unit of the 35-unit PER
System solar collector.

Parameter Value

Nominal area 2.97 m
2

Effective area 2.54 m
2

Empty weight (without support) 50 kg

Volume of fluid 0.034 m
3

Design flow (PER system) 194.3 kg/hr

Pressure drop at design flow 90 kPa

Maximum safe pressure 200 kPa

Maximum overall efficiency 0.71
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loop to components which drop the temperature of the working fluid

sharply. The case of interest here is when the collector is coupled

directly to the absorption chiller, as it is in the PER system. The

sensitivity of the collector exit temperature to abrupt changes in

incident radiation depends on the value of the collector fluid thermal

capacity. Abrupt changes in insolation occur when there is a movement

of cloud patches. Figure 3.4(a) shows the sub-system of interest.

If the response of the collector exiting fluid temperature to

abrupt changes in insolation is sufficiently insensitive, then the

collector fluid thermal capacity can be considered adequate. To

determine the response, the following mathematical analysis was con-

ducted:

The incident radiation is given by the relation

Qinc Qclear 1(t) (3-1)

where I(t) is a step-function of the form

I(t) = u(t) - 0.85u(t-T1) + 0.85u(t-T2)- (3-2)

The above equation represents the movement of cloud patches, so that

the incident radiation fluctuates between values representing total

(beam plus diffuse) radiation for clear sky condition and just diffuse

radiation for a cloudy sky.

The values of T1,
2' 3'

T ...can be chosen at random.T

An energy balance of the control volume around the collector

(refer to Figure 3.4(b)) yield

dTm
c
A dt m'r p'flT i- To) + "coll Qinc AP (3-3)
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where it is assumed that

T

TO + Ti

to form a

- 18.3) - 1.561
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(3-4)

(3-5)

(3-6)

m 2

When the collector is coupled to the airconditioner

closed loop, To and Ti are related as follows:

CAP
Ti = TO

MC (COP)
p

where

CAP = CAPY * [0.03114T0 - 0.04662(T000l

which is an empirical relation developed by L. W. Butz (2).

The COP is assumed to be 0.65 and T
cool'

the temperature of cooling

water, is assumed to be a constant.

Combining equations (3-1) through (3-6) and manipulating, we get

an equation of the form

dT
o

dt
+ klTo = k2 + k3 I(t)

where

_ 0.03114 * CAPY
k1

.

0.65C
A

(3-7)

(3-8)

k2
2

+
0.65C

A

= 0.03114 * CAPY CAPY [
0.04662(T

cool
- 18.3) + 1.561(3-9)

1.3MCP

and
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(3-10)

(3-11)

Using equations (3-2) and (3-11), the solution of equation (3-7)

turns out to be

T
o

= TI exp( -k1t) + Tk 2 --[1 - exp(-k
1
t) +

1\1

k

0.85
3

kl
1.1765 [1 - exp(-kit)] u(t) -

+ [1 - exp(-k1(T2-t))] u(t-T2) -

1-exp(ki(T1 -t))1 u(t-T1)

(3-12)

Equation (3-12) is then the desired expression relating the collector

exiting temperature To to the abrupt changes in incident solar radiation.

In order to obtain a graphical representation of the above solution, a

computer program (see Appendix A) was written to generate the points.

Figure 3.5 shows the response of To to changes in incident radi-

ation with the collector fluid thermal capacity CA as the parameter

of interest. It is seen that the response is quite sensitive for low

thermal capacities (around 620 KJ/°C). Such hyper-sensitivity can

cause operational problems due to frequent cycling of the absorption

unit. The minimum temperature for operation of the absorption unit

considered in Chapter IV is 76°C, with a deadband of about 2°C. Under

such conditions, when the collector exiting fluid temperature is near

the 76°C "cut-out" or the 78°C "cut-in" temperature frequent cycling

would occur for collector capacitance values less than 4960 KJ/°C.

The PER system collector contains enough liquid for the thermal

capacity to exceed 5000 KJ/°C. It is seen that the response of To
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is quite insensitive in this range. Thus we may conclude that the PER

system collector contains adequate fluid thermal capacitance.

3.3 Sizing of the Airconditioner With Respect to the Collector

The study described in section 3.2 can be extended to estimate

the correct size of the absorption cooler for a given area of the PER

system collector array. Equation (3-12) was again used to obtain the

collector exiting temperature as a function of the incident solar radi-

ation, but with the nominal capacity of the airconditioner as the

parameter of interest. The solution is presented graphically in

Figure 3.6.

It is seen from the graph that for a nominal airconditioner

capacity of 100,000 KJ/hr, the response of To is sufficiently insensi-

tive (as discussed in section 3.2), ensuring continuous operation of

the airconditioner. For higher capacities, To drops significantly,

which could lead to frequent mode-switching. This information will

be used later in section 4.4 to size components.
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CHAPTER IV

SIMULATION OF SYSTEMS WITH HOT AND COLD STORAGE OPTIONS

4.1 Introduction

In solar powered absorption cooling systems, there are two options

for storing the surplus availability for use at times when solar energy

may not be available or adequate to meet the cooling load. One option

is to store the availability at temperatures higher than that required

to operate absorption chillers, so that the chiller could operate

anytime there is a demand for cooling. The other option is to store

the availability at temperatures below the controlled room temperature,

so that the room may be cooled directly when needed. The question that

would naturally arise pertains to the relative merits of the two options.

In order to answer the question a technical and economic analysis of

the two options would have to be performed. This study concerns itself

primarily with the technical aspects without, however, losing sight of

the closely related issue of costs.

To represent each option, two separate cooling systems were

modelled (see Figure 4.1). Each system comprises a solar collector, a

dump heat exchanger, an absorption chiller, a storage tank and a device

to input auxiliary energy. Details of the auxiliary energy device were

not considered; only the auxiliary energy required was found. It was

also assumed that the cooling water would be drawn from a cooling tower.

Again, details of the cooling tower were not considered; its effect
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was represented by relating the cooling water temperature to the

wet-bulb temperature. The dump heat exchanger serves to reject excess

energy and prevent boiling of the working fluid.

The like components of both systems were considered to be of

identical dimensions in order to keep capital and maintenance costs

approximately the same. Also, the cooling load was the same in each

case. As a consequence, comparison of the two options was reduced to

the problem of determining those parameters that influence operating

costs. Of particular interest is the performance coefficient, defined

here as

Coefficient of Performance* (COP*)
cooling load
non-solar (4-1)

energy used

In the above equation, the non-solar energy includes the electrical

input to the pumps and also the auxiliary energy input. In the case of

the hot storage option, auxiliary energy is introduced into the storage

tank to keep the temperature of the storage tank above a specified min-

imum. In the case of the cold storage option, it was assumed that

auxiliary energy can be input to the absorption chiller through some

device.

The parameters of the PER system were used to size and describe

the components in the two systems. Most of the parameters were used

directly, but a brief study was also carried out to see if the PER

system had been sized correctly. The study, which is described in

section 4.4, revealed that adjustments have to be made in the sizes of

some components to yield a properly sized system.
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4.2 Modelling of Components

The component models contained in the TRNSYS program were examined

for their suitability to the two systems of interest. It was found that

most of the models could be used directly, with the exceptions being the

solar collector and the absorption chiller. Also, it was felt that a

single master-controller subroutine would obviate the need for using

several small controllers. Therefore the collector, the absorption

chiller and the master-controller were modelled anew, and subroutines

were written in Fortran IV to comply with general TRNSYS requirements.

These subroutines were later inserted in the TRNSYS program and used in

the simulations.

The models of the collector, the absorption chiller and the master-

controller are described below, while the subroutines associated with

them are listed in Appendix B.

The solar collector

The collector used in the PER system was incorporated in the two

systems under study here. As mentioned in Chapter III, one of the

noteworthy features of this type of collector is the large amount of

fluid it can hold, thereby bearing considerable thermal capacitance.

The collector model in TRNSYS is suited to those flat-plate collectors

wherein the fluid thermal capacitance is negligible. The use of the

TRNSYS model therefore led to erroneous results.

The primary problem in modelling the PER system collector is due

to the fact that the thermal capacitance introduces unsteadyness.
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The TRNSYS program, though dealing with transient problems, assumes

steady state conditions for any given time-step. The challenge

therefore was to account for unsteadyness during any given time-

step. The following model was developed by C. Bullock of Carrier

Corporation (1).

Consider Figure 4.2(a). From an energy balance of the control

volume, we get

C
A
dTm

AF HTT a- AF U
L
(T
m

- T
a

) MC
p
(T. - T

o
) (4-2)

dt

If we again assume that

T. T
+ o

T
m 2

then equation (4-2) reduces to

CA
dim
dt

AF - U
L
(T
m

- Tad - Qu

where S = HT Ti.

Qu = MCp(To - Ti) = 2MCp(Tm - Ti)

(4-3)

Qu is the instantaneous useful energy gain. Since CA, F , T, a, A,

U
L'

C
p
are all constants, they will be treated as parameters. The

values of H
T'

T
a'

M and Ti are constant during each time step but vary

during the course of the simulation. Hence they will be treated as

inputs. Only Tm is transient during a time-step.

Equation (4-4) can be re-written as
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SOLAR COLLECTOR
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(b)
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Figure 4.2. (a) Control volume analysis of collector. (b) Collector
model.



where

dT
m dt

Al - A2Tm CA
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(4-7)

Al = AF (S + ULTa) + 2thCpTi (4-8)

A
2

= AFOUL + 2thC (4-9)

Let T
mo

be the value of T
m

at the beginning of a time-step, and let

T
mn

be the value of T
m

at the end of the time-step, the magnitude of the

time-step being At.

The solution

- A2T
mn

to the differential equation (4-7) is

exp(-A3At) (4-10)
AlAl - A2T

mo

where

A
3

= A
2
/C

A
(4-11)

From equation (4-10) we get

AAlT = -
mn Al

2

- T
A
2

mo
exp(-A At)

3
(4-12)

Therefore the total useful energy collected during the time-step

At is given as

rAt 1

QuT
Qudt

j

Upon substituting equation (4-6) in equation (4-13), we get

At
Q
uT

= 2thC
p

ijr (T
m

- T )dtj

(4-13)
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(4-14)

value of T
m

at any given time t within a time-step is found,

by solving equation (4-7), to be

Al

T
m

= Al - - T
mo

]exp( A
3
t)

A
2

A
2

or Tm = A4 - A5 exp(-A
3
t)

where A
4

= Al/A
2

A
1

and A
5

= Ti - T
mo

Therefore, from equation (4-15),

JrAlt

At

c

Tmdt = ji [A4 - A5exp(-A3t)] dt
o

or

rAt
A

Tmdt = A At + 5 [ exp(-A3At) -1]
4 A3

Substituting equation (4-18) in equation (4-14), we get

(4-15)

(4-16)

(4-17)

(4-18)

Ac

QuT
p

A.4 At At + [ exp(-A3t) (4-19)

3

The average rate of useful energy collection during the time-step

is obtained as

uT
Qu =

Q

At 2thCp (A
-r n

+ A

A

At [ exp(-A3At) - 1] - Ti) (4-20)

The average temperature of the fluid leaving the collector is



Qu
T = T.
o 1

mC
p
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(4-21)

After substituting equation (4-20) in equation (4-21), we get

2,A

To = 2A4 [ exp(-A3a) -1] -T.
1

3

If the flow-rate, m, is zero, then

Qu °

and

(4-22)

(4-23)

To = Tmn = A4 - A5exp(-A3a) (4-24)

The values of Qu and To are the primary outputs of this model.

For convenience, the values of M, UL and the product Ta are also output.

Finally, the value of Tmn is output so that it can be re-introduced as

an input to facilitate iterative calculations.

A schematic of the collector model is shown in Figure 4.2(b).

The absorption cooler

The model contained in the TRNSYS program for the cooler incorpo-

rates both the cooler and the cooling load calculations. This was

found to be inconvenient, especially in the case of the system with the

cold storage option. Therefore a separate model was developed.

The model is based on a lithium bromide-water system (5), with the

assumption that the coefficient of performance (COP) is a constant.

The COP and the nominal capacity, CAPY, are the two parameters for the

model.

The actual capacity is determined from the empirical equation

developed by L. W. Butz (2) which is



CAPN = 0.03114T
h,i

- 0.04662(T
coo1

- 18.3) -1.56

where T
h,i

and T
cool

are in degrees Celsius.
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(4-25)

The actual capacity is given by

CAP = CAPN * CAPY (4-26)

Thus the actual capacity is dependent on the nominal capacity,

the temperature of the hot fluid entering the generator, and the tem-

perature of the cooling water.

Figure 4.3(a) shows a schematic of the airconditioner. With

reference to the figure,

T
0,0

= T
C,i

CAP

C
c p

The above equation is at the evaporator. At the generator,

1 CAP
T
h,o

= T
h,i COP

mhCp

When the airconditioner is off,

Tc,o = Tc,i

Th,o = Th,i

CAP = 0

(4-27)

(4-28)

(4-29)

(4-30)

(4-31)

In the case of the system with the cold storage, auxiliary energy

is input directly into the airconditioner when needed. In this situa-

tion, it is assumed that

CAP = 1.1 * CAPY (4-33)

QAUX = CAP/COP (4-33)
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AIRCONDITIONER MODEL

INPUTS 6
OUTPUTS 6
PARAMETERS

CAPY, COP

(b)

Figure 4.3. (a) Schematic of absorption unit. (b) Airconditioner
model.
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T
c,o

is given by equation (4-27). Since the collector is not powering

the airconditioner now, Th,o is given by equation (4-30).

The inputs to the model are Th,i, Mh, Tc,i, thc'
Tcool'

and Y.

The value of the input Y determines the following:

Y = 0 implies that airconditioner is off.

y = 1 implies that solar or stored energy is powering the

airconditioner.

y = 2 implies that auxiliary energy is driving the airconditioner

in the cold storage case.

The outputs of the model are Th,o, Mh, Tc,o, Mc, CAP and QAUX. In

the case where the cooling water is drawn from a cooling tower,

T
cool

= T
wb

+ 3°C (4-34)

The maximum capacity of the airconditioner is fixed at 115% of the

nominal capacity. Figure 4.3(b) shows a schematic of the model.

The master-controller

This model incorporates within it all the control logic of both

systems. It obviates the use of several small controllers. The logical

test-statements associated with the two systems are shown in Figure 4.4.

The controller regulates the working of other components by sensing the

values of pertinent temperatures and deciding the values of the flow-

rates or the value of the control function y. It incorporates dead-

bands for each test-statement to provide some inertia. It also incor-

porates a parameter called "NSTK ", which sticks the output of the

controller after a specified number of calls per time-step. This is

essential in order to prevent occasional oscillation of output.



(o) SYSTEM WITH HOT STORAGE

Figure 4.4. Control logic diagram.

(1)) SYSTEM WITH COLD STORAGE
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The controller also determines the electrical work required to

operate the pumps in each system. This is done by assuming an average

pressure drop of 200 KPa for the flow passages. Since all the flow-rates

are determined here, their values are known.

Therefore,

Electrical power =
P n

AP
(4-35)

where: p (density) = 1000 kg/m3

AP (pressure drop) = 200 KPa

and n (pump-motor efficiency) = 0.75

Hence, the electrical power input per unit mass flow-rate, WPUMPR,

is given by

1 AP
WPUMPR =

P
(4-36)

or WPUMPR = 0.266 KJ/(kg-hr) (4-37)

provided that the mass flow-rate is in kg/hr. The total electrical

power consumed for operating all the pumps is now given as

WELEC = WPUMPR * Ern (4-38)

where Er; is the sum of the mass flow-rates in all the flow passages of

the system.

Figure 4.5 shows a schematic of the master-controller model. The

listing of the master-controller subroutine contains a number of comment

statements to aid in understanding.

4.3 Information Flow

The various components of the two systems were integrated according
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T T T T Tr TTo sti. V2 r wb do

MASTER CONTROLLER

Mh Mc Y 2 ML WELEC and

CONTROLLER MODEL

INPUTS 7

OUTPUTS 8

PARAMETERS 10

MODE, CAPY, DELTX2, To-mint DELTX1,

stl- min I Tstl -maxi WPUMPR , NSTK ,

max

Figure 4.5. Master-controller model.
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to the pattern provided in TRNSYS, and the inputs and outputs were

linked accordingly. Figure 4.6 shows the information flow diagram.

Owing to the density of flow lines and component models, the labels of

the inputs and outputs are not shown. Complete details of the infor-

mation flow are provided in the TRNSYS input deck listing (Appendix C).

4.4 Computer Simulation

Before simulating the two systems, a number of decisions had to

be made regarding the values of the various parameters, the error

tolerance, the value of the time-step in hours, and the period of

simulation. The various decisions and the reasons behind them are

discussed below.

Selection of values for the parameters

As stated earlier, the PER system was a ready reference for most

of the values for the various parameters. However, it was decided that

the PER system would be examined to see if all the components were

sized correctly. From the examination it seemed that the sizing of

components in the PER system was not entirely satisfactory.

The reader is referred back to section 3.3 where it is shown that

the 15-ton (180,000 KJ/hr) airconditioner of the PER system is oversized

with respect to a collector of area 89 m
2

. Therefore it was decided

that a value of 8 tons (100,000 KJ/hr) be the nominal capacity of

the airconditioner.
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Now, using an 8-ton airconditioner, it seemed like the storage

tank, with a volume of 16 m
3
, was oversized. On a typical day and with

a 12 m
3
tank, the storage temperature traversed almost the entire avail-

able range, from 11°C to 3°C, but didn't exhaust it. Therefore the

volume of the storage tank was assigned the value of 12 m
3

.

Since the consumption of auxiliary energy was to be one of the

bases for comparison it was necessary to have a cooling load that

would require some auxiliary energy use. However, the value of the

cooling load of the control building was low, even with respect to an

8-ton airconditioner. Therefore the value of the cooling load was

increased by constant 5000 KJ/hr, so that the results of the simula-

tion would more sharply contrast and illuminate the performances of

the two systems.

With all the above mentioned adjustments to the values of the PER

system parameters, a set of values for the parameters was chosen

which constituted the "base" values, and simulations were conducted on

the basis of these values. A list of the salient parameters and their

values is provided in Table 4.1. The values for the rest of the param-

eters are to be found in the TRNSYS input deck listing in Appendix C.

Other choices

The value of the error tolerance for solving algebraic and differ-

ential equations was chosen as one percent. This value was thought to

be a good compromise between the need for accuracy and the desire to

keep the computation time reasonable.

The value of the time-step was chosen as 0.125 hours, which is less

than the time-constant for the differential equation representing the

collector-airconditioner flow path. This was done to ensure convergence
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Table 4.1. Base values for salient parameters in the simulations.

Component or Unit Parameter Value

Solar Collector

Effective area

Design flow rate of water

Fluid thermal capacity

Inclination to horizontal

90 m
2

6800 kg/hr

7909 KJ / °C

30
o

, facing south

Airconditioner
Nominal capacity

COP

100,000 KJ/hr

0.65

Storage Tank

Volume

Height

Max. & Min. temp. for hot storage

Max. & Min. temp. for cold storage

Heat loss (or gain) coefficient

12 m
3

3 m

100°C, 76°C

12°C, 2°C

1.5
KJ

m2-hr - °C

Room

Volume

Floor area

Desired temperature

811.1 m
3

221 m
2

24.5°C
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of the solutions to the various equations. Lower values of the time-step

would provide more accurate results, but computation time would also be

increased.

The month of July was chosen as the period of simulation, although

the cooling season extends from June to September. This was done

because July was considered representative of the cooling season, and

the choice of one month instead of three would bring computer costs

down considerably. (Even for one month, the execution time for each

run was about 550 seconds at a cost of $45.00). All results are derived

from simulations for this time period. Unless denoted as hourly or

daily values, they represent values for the entire period.

Sensitivity to changes in the values of parameters

When evaluating the relative performance coefficients of the two

options, one also has to examine their sensitivities to changes in the

values of the parameters that effect their performance. The most

significant parameters, from an economic standpoint, are:

(a) The cooling load and its distribution;

(b) The nominal capacity of the airconditioner;

(c) The area of the collector array; and

(d) The volume of the storage tank.

The above mentioned parameters influence the capital and/or

operating costs. Several runs were made with different values for

these parameters, and the sensitivity of COP* for each system was noted.

The results of all the runs are presented and discussed in Chapter V.
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Checking the results

The results of the simulation were closely examined and checked

for their validity. The values at the end of each time-step were

examined to see if the temperatures were reasonable and the controller

was functioning correctly. In addition, the overall energy balance was

checked with the help of the following identities (refer Figure 4.1):

In the hot storage case,

(QLOAD/COP) + QSTEN E QCOL - QDUMP + QAUX

In the cold storage case,

(QLOAD + QSTEN)/COP E QCOL - QDUMP + QAUX

In all the runs, the above identities were satisfied to within two

percent accuracy.

4.5 Some Problems Encountered During Simulation and Their Solution

Computer simulation of systems appears to have two distinct

phases. The first phase is the development of the simulation model and

the checking of it to ensure that it is operating correctly. This phase

can be a formidable one, which becomes evident when one is confronted

with a seemingly unending stream of problems such as non-convergence

of the solutions to mathematical equations, inaccurate or invalid results,

oscillation of output, and so on. The second phase begins when all

problems encountered in the first phase have been solved, and simulation

becomes now an exotic toy to be played around with. It is exceptionally

rewarding to conduct computer simulations when all the problems have

been finally overcome.
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While the solutions to the problems that arise in simulations may

be varied and often unique to each situation, a few general approaches

to tackling problems can be indicated. These are based on the author's

experience in working with TRNSYS and are discussed under the various

steps that constitute simulation.

Mathematical modelling

This is the stage when a component is conceptualized and represented

as a model by a set of equations. A model is essentially a simplistic

view of reality. However it must incorporate the essential features of

the real component. For example, in the case of the PER system collector

the large thermal capacity of the collector fluid is significant and

must be included in the model. Other minute details are taken care of

by such terms as the efficiency factor and so on. Hence modelling

involves finding the right balance between the need for simplicity and

the need for being realistic. The need for simplicity arises mainly

because one may wish to contain the overall computation time within

reasonable bounds. Small refinements must be introduced only after the

simple model has been tried. For instance, in the case of a storage

tank, one may be advised to try first with a fully mixed model before

proceeding to introduce stratification effects. So the advisable

approach seems to be to proceed from the simple to the refined, and

not vice-versa.

Vitally important is an understanding of the numerical algorithms

that may be built into the main program for solving algebraic and

differential equations. The equations for any model must be represented
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in a way that is well suited to the numerical algorithms. For instance,

in the TRNSYS program it seems advisable to use algebraic rather than

differential equations, because the first order predictor-corrector

method cannot easily handle jump discontinuities. In such a case, it

is suggested that differential equations be solved analytically wherever

possible and the solutions be used to represent the models. This will

probably eliminate some problems associated with the convergence of

equations.

Modelling the controller

The controller is the brain of the system, as it incorporates the

logic of various operations. All control functions may be built into

a single subroutine or, alternatively, one may use several controllers,

each for a single purpose, as the TRNSYS program provides. The former

has the advantage of being cohesive and it makes the system input deck

concise. The latter has the advantage of being more flexible, as one

may "stick" the various controllers at different values. As explained

earlier, "sticking" implies that the controller output does not change

after a specified number of calls per time-step. It is necessary to

stick the controller to prevent occasional oscillation. However, this

may result in the controller being in the wrong state sometimes. For

example, the controller may allow for flow through the collector even

though the exiting fluid temperature is less than the entering fluid

temperature. A "non-sticky" controller, implying one which is stuck only

after a large number of calls per time-step, reduces but does not
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eliminate the chances of being in the wrong state. Here again is the

necessity to strike a balance between the desirability of "non-sticky"

controllers and the need to ensure convergence of equations within a

reasonable number of iterations.

Deadbands are representative of the inertia of controllers and

choosing their values correctly is also important. One could draw upon

the values of the deadbands in the actual controllers or, alternatively,

choose reasonable values that ensure convergence of equations.

The MAP control card in TRNSYS in highly useful in debugging

controllers.

Use of sub-systems

In some cases, it may be advantageous to break-up the overall system

into two or more sub-systems. One may use this approach to minimize

computation time and also isolate problems. For example, one may use a

separate sub-system to calculate cooling loads and then use the results

as data for the collector-airconditioner sub-system.

Choice of the period for simulation

Initially, prior to solving all problems, a test period of, say,

one week may be used. It is useful to obtain hourly and daily integrated

values for all the energy figures in the system. In addition, it is

very useful to obtain over a period of, say, one day values for the

temperatures, flow-rates and energy fluxes at the end of each time-step.

This information can be used to debug the simulation models. The MAP

control card in TRNSYS can be used to obtain information on all that
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happens during each iteration in a time-step. It must, however, be used

sparingly as it generates voluminous output. Once all the problems have

been solved, final runs can be made either for the entire heating/cooling

season or for representative portions of the season.

Use of weather data

Weather data is available on magnetic tapes for a wide variety of

locations from agencies like the U.S. Weather Bureau and the National

Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA). There could be a

number of problems associated with the use of these tapes. They include

determination of the typical year, invalid data, blank spaces, read/write

communication problems, and so on. The various problems and their

solutions are discussed by Wingfield (6).
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CHAPTER V

RESULTS OF THE SIMULATIONS AND DISCUSSIONS

In this chapter, the results of the simulations are presented,

accompanied by discussions. Figures 5.1 through 5.5 pertain to runs

with base values for the parameters, while Figures 5.6 through 5.10

illustrate the sensitivities of performance coefficients to changes

in the values of significant parameters.

Figure 5.1 shows the variation of the space cooling load and the

auxiliary energy use with each day during the month of July. It is

seen that the variations are irregular, primarily due to intermittent

cloudy days and ambient temperature fluctuations in the Portland/

Vancouver area. The system with the cold storage consumes less aux-

iliary energy on most days.

Figure 5.2 shows the variation of solar insolation and useful

energy collection with each day in July. Owing to the irregularity

in the incident radiation, the quantity of energy that is collected

also fluctuates sharply with each day.

Figure 5.3 presents comparisons between the various energy mag-

nitudes. It is seen that the energy needed to meet the cooling load

is approximately 56 percent of the incident radiation. The system

with the cold storage consumes less auxiliary energy and uses more

solar energy than the system with the hot storage. Not shown in the

graph are the values for undesirable energy losses (or gains) at the

storage tanks.
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In Figure 5.4, the significant temperature variations with each

hour on July 30 are shown for the system with the hot storage, while

the same is shown for the cold storage system in Figure 5.5. The

ambient temperature is seen to be below the controlled room temperature

for several hours during the 24-hour period.

Figure 5.6 presents the variation of COP* with changes in cyclic

cooling loads. The cooling load function shown inset represents a

cyclic load such as lights or equipment. The base cooling load

includes a contribution for QmAx 4,500 KJ/hr. The figure shows the

influence of increases in QmAx from 4,500 KJ/hr to 13,500 KJ/hr.

As stated earlier, the base value of the cooling load contains a

constant load of 5,000 KJ/hr. Figure 5.7 shows how COP* changes as

this constant portion of the load increases from 5,000 KJ/hr to

15,000 KJ/hr.

Figure 5.8 shows the variation of COP* with changes in the nominal

capacity of the absorption cooler. In the cold storage case, the

performance increases in the range shown because a larger airconditioner

would more fully utilize the collected energy and hence lower the

storage tank temperature closer to the minimum of 2°C. In the hot

storage case, the airconditioner can operate only to the extent of

meeting the cooling load. Increasing the nominal capacity would

therefore make the airconditioner switch modes more frequently and

lower the performance coefficient to some extent.

Figure 5.9 shows that COP* is very sensitive to changes in the

collector area. Performance of the cold storage system is better
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than that of the hot storage system for most of the range shown. Beyond

a certain point, however, the hot storage system performs better, prob-

ably because the wider temperature range of 24°C (from 76°C to 100°C)

available to the storage tank is now better utilized and more energy

is stored. In contrast to this, the cold storage tank has a range of

10°C (from 2°C to 12°C) which is equivalent to 15.4°C when the COP

(0.65) of the airconditioner is accounted for. In both cases, however,

the sharp gain in performance may be off-set by a steep rise in capital

and maintenance costs associated with larger collector areas.

In Figure 5.10, COP* increases with increase in tank volume. The

cold storage option performs better, because for a given tank size and

tank temperature range, the cold storage tank has a cooling capacity

greater than that of the hot storage tank by a factor of 1/COP.

In general it is seen that the system with the cold storage tank

has a higher COP* than that with the hot storage, when the two systems

are of identical cooling capacity and size, and therefore involve

approximately equal capital costs. In other words, the operational

costs would be lower for the cold storage case.

One explanation for the above outcome deals with the undesirable

energy losses (or gains) at the storage tanks. In the case of the hot

storage tank, the fluid is stored at temperatures above 76°C, which

is usually about 50°C above the average ambient temperature for the

Portland/Vancouver area during summer. In the cold storage tank, the

fluid temperature averages about 9 °C, or approximately 16 °C below

ambient temperature. This is equivalent to a temperature difference
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of 24.6°C when the COP of the airconditioner is accounted for. Hence,

for a given tank heat loss (or gain) coefficient, energy loss at the

hot storage tank is significantly higher than the energy needed to

compensate for undersirable energy gain at the cold storage tank. This

fact was also noticed in the results of the simulation.

Also, as stated earlier, for a given storage tank size and tem-

perature range, the cooling capacity of the cold storage tank is greater

than that of the hot storage tank by a factor of 1/COP. If the greater

temperature range available to the hot storage tank is not fully

utilized, as was found to be the case, the stored availability could

be less than that of the cold storage tank.

Although the system with the cold storage seems undoubtedly better

in performance, there may be some situations where the hot storage

option will be preferable. When solar energy is to be used simulta-

neously for an additional purpose, such as service water heating, the

designer may opt for a single (hot storage) tank that would serve both

the cooling system and the service water heating system. Also, it

was shown earlier in Chapter III that the solar collector must have a

large fluid thermal capacitance if it is to be incorporated in a system

with the cold storage. If such a collector is unavailable or expensive,

then again the designer may prefer the hot storage option which does

not have that requirement.
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CHAPTER VI

EFFECT OF SINK TEMPERATURE ON SYSTEM PERFORMANCE

The sink temperature is the temperature of the cooling water that

is needed to run the absorption chiller. While the effect of its vari-

ation on the performance of the chiller is separately known from the

characteristics of the chiller, its influence on the system as a whole

may also be determined. This information could be used in deciding

whether a cooling tower should be incorporated in the system or not.

The question of using cooling towers arises when either the municipal

supply water is expensive or it is available at temperatures that are

high. The decision is based on the comparison between the capital,

maintenance and operating costs of a cooling tower on one hand, and

the operating costs involved in the use of municipal supply water on

the other hand.

The study here concerns itself with the approach to determining

the operational costs. The simulation deck, which was developed

previously, was used here, with the main difference being that now the

cooling water temperature is no longer related to the wet-bulb tem-

perature. Instead, runs were conducted for different fixed values of

the sink temperature and the corresponding system performance values

were noted. The study is only for the system with the cold storage

option, because the program developed hitherto did not easily allow

a similar study for the hot storage case.
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Figure 6.1 illustrates the dependence of system performance on

the sink temperature. It is seen that COP* decreases gradually with

increasing sink temperature in the range 10°C - 25°C. Beyond a sink

temperature of 25°C, COP* begins to decrease drastically, and this is

perhaps the region where the question of incorporating a cooling tower

must be definitely considered.

Operating costs depend not only on the amount of auxiliary energy

that is used but also on the quantity of water that is used. The

designer can estimate the quantity of cooling water use in the following

manner:

With reference to Figure 4.3(a), the energy balance for the

absorption unit is

Energy to be removed Energy added at the

by the cooling water generator and evaporator

The above identity assumes that pump-work is negligible compared

with the other energy figures. Since the right-hand side is known from

the results of the simulation, the left hand side can be found. Now

if the designer were to specify the average temperature rise of the

cooling water that is desired, the quantity of water required can then

be determined.

Alternatively, the total quantity of cooling water required during

the cooling season may be determined if the rate of supply of cooling

water is specified as a constant. This is achieved by using the simu-

lations to give the total duration for which the airconditioner is on,

and then estimating the water quantity.
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In the simulation runs using a cooling tower, the value of COP*

for the cold storage system with base values for the parameters was

4.31. From Figure 6.1, it implies that the average temperature of

0
the cooling water from the cooling tower was about 20.8 C.

The use of cooling towers in hot and humid areas may not be

feasible, since high wet-bulb temperatures do not permit low cooling

water temperatures.
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CHAPTER VII

CONCLUSIONS

In the course of this study, several aspects of solar cooling

systems design were investigated. The question of storage options was

examined in detail, while issues related to the design of collectors,

sizing of components and the use of cooling towers were also studied.

The study drew considerable information from the Prototype Energy

Retrieval (PER) system of the Bonneville Power Administration. The

TRNSYS simulation program, which was developed by the Solar Energy

Laboratory of the University of Wisconsin at Madison, was used for

the simulations which were conducted on the Oregon State University's

Cyber 73 computer.

The study showed that the PER system collector had enough fluid

thermal capacitance within it to yield satisfactory performance when

coupled directly to an absorption unit. It also revealed that there

is an apparent mismatch of components in the PER system, and that some

size adjustments were necessary in order to achieve reasonable sim-

ulations.

The results of the simulation clearly showed that the system with

the cold storage was a better performer than the system with the hot

storage, given the same cooling capacity and approximately equal capital

costs. However, the designer might prefer the hot storage option

under some circumstances which were discussed in Chapter V.
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The investigation of the effect of sink temperature on system

performance revealed that the use of a cooling tower in the Portland/

Vancouver area provided cooling water at an average temperature of

20.8°C, on the basis that cooling water temperature is 3°C higher than

the wet-bulb temperature. It also indicated that the use of a cooling

tower must be seriously considered if municipal supply water is

available at temperatures exceeding 25°C.

Some caution must be exercised in extending these results to other

systems and situations. Different system concepts and weather conditions

could lead to different conclusions. However, the study here should

help to provide greater insight into some of the design problems with

solar cooling systems, and also serve to illustrate a technique for

solving these problems.

The author feels that there is considerable scope for research in

the area of solar cooling system design and in the use of computer

simulation models as tools of investigation. It is hoped that these

studies will lead to better understanding and improved, energy-efficient

technology.
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A. Program For Simulating Collector Response to Step-Changes in Solar
Insolation.

PROGRAM MA/N(INPUTgOUTPUT.TAPE7,TAPECuOLTPUT)
C THE PROGRAM SITUATES THE RESPONSE OF THE CCLLECTC, EXIT
C TEPPFRATURE FOR STEP CHANGES IN SOLAR INSOLAT/CN.

DIMENSION T(1001,TCOL(100)
WPITE40.101

10 FORNAT(//25X,WT/HEMNIW,10X,SCOL.TEPP/)
POINT*gt/NPUT NON. CAPACITT.CCOLING WATER TEMP.,COLL.AREA$
READ*,CAPT.TW.AREA
PPINTgi/NPUT COLL.EFF/CIENCY. PAW.INSOLATION, INITIAL CCIL.TENPot
REA0*.ETA.OINSO.TINIT
PRINT+.tINPUT FtCW THERMAL CAPT.. CCU. THERMAL CAPY!
REAOIXNOOTtgXMC
PRINT*.*TAUlvTAU2.TA113.TAU4.0ELTTI
REA0*,TAUUTAU2.TAUS.TAUM.OELIT

AW/=ICAPT*0.031140,10..5'5'XMC1
TERM1=ICAPT*0603114)/(1.3*XMOCTC)
TERM2=CAPT*(/.1t.65°XMC))440.C4E.E2s1TW81C.3)4.1.56)
AK2=TERN14.TERN2
AK3s(ETA*0INSO*4REA)/(XMC)

TC1)=0.
DO 25 /m1,511
T(I4.1)2TII)+0ELTT
U1=1.0
U2=U3=UaU5.10.
IFITIII.GE.TAU4)U2-1U3=C4=05*1.0
IF(T(I).LT.TAU46ANO.T(I).GE.TAU3)U2=U3*U4=1.0
IF(T(I).LT.TAU3.ANO.TIII.GE.TAU2)U2sU3,81.0
/F(T(I)eLT.TAU2.ANO.T(/).GE.TAU1)U221.0

EX1=EXPIAKisT(I))
EX2=EXPfAW(T1IITAU11)
EX3=EXPtAkistT(I)...TAU2))
EX4=EXP14K144TIIITAU2))
EY5.11EXPlAK1*(T(21.TAU14))

41=TINIT'EXt
42*(AK2/AW1)116EXI)
A3s(A1(3/AK1)441.EX1)*V1
A4=(.85*AW3/AX1V61U2*(1.EX2)UutleEX311
A5=(.856.AK3/AW1)+1U411...EX4)+U5*(1.EN5))
T0011/)=A141.42,A3*A4*A5
WRITE(8.11)T(I).TCOU/1

11 FORMAT(f22X.F5.2.15X.Fe62)
25 CONTINUE

STOP
ENO
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B.1. Listing of Subroutine of the Solar Collector Model.

SUBROUTINE TYPESS(T/PE.AIN,OUT.T,CTOT,PAR,INFC)
C THIS SUBROUTINE MODELS THE IPA COLLECTOR-4
C IT INCORPORATES THE HIGH THERMAL CAPACITY CF THE COLLECTCR

OIMENSION AIN(5),OUT(01,PAR(8),T(3).0TOT(31,INPOT91

AREA=PAPtil
ETA=PAR(2)
CP*PAR(3)
ALPHA=PAR(4)
UL=PAR(5)
TALI=PARt61
CA=PAR(71
DELTvPAR(M1
TINsX/Nti,
ANIN2X/N(2)
TAm9mxINT11
HT-4rTN441
/FtINFOT1I.E0.-1)TPC=TIN
IP(INFO(71.E0.01TM0=XIA(51
TAUALPmAltrAALPHA
XMOUT=XMIN
S=HYsTAuALP
Al=0REARETAmtS+UL*TANE14.2.+XMINITPTIN
A2=AREPPETAIFUL4.2.*XMIN.CP
A3=A2/CA
AtogAi/A2
A5=AA-THO
A6AEXP(4A301ELT)
THWA444A546
/F(XMIN.E0.0.)G0 TO 20
0Ux2.sxmINRCP4(A4445,(A641) /(A3I0ELT)-TIN)
TOUT=OU/tXmINACP1.TIN
GO TO 25

20 au=0.
TOUT=TMN

25 OUT(i)=TOUT
OUT(2)RAMOUT
OUT(3)ROU
OUTti0=ut
OUT(5)=TAUALP
OUTTEI=THN

C TMs IS STORED FOR USE OURING NEXT TINE-STEP.

EN
RETO uRN
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B.2. Listing of Subroutine of the Airconditioner Model.

SUBROUTINE TYPE34(TIME.XIN.OUT/T.OTOT,PAR,INFO)
C THIS SUBROUTINE MODELS A CONSTANT GOP AIRCCNCITIGNER

OIMENSION AINt8l,OUT(8),PAR(51,INF0(81

CAPY=PAR(1)
GOP=PAR(2)
TIN1=XIN(1)
XMIN12X/N(2)
TIN2=XIN(3)
XMIN2=XIN(4)
THB=XIN(51
GAMmAi=XIN(61

C GAMMA1=0.0 IMPLIES THAT A/C IS OFF
C GAMMA1=1.0 IMPLIES THAT SOLAR OR STORED ENERGY IS

()RIVING THE A/C
E GAMMA1=2.4 IMPLIES THAT AUXILLIARY ENERGY IS ORIUING THE A/C

IF(GAMMAl.G1.0.)G0 TO 15
TOUT1=TIN1
ANOUT1=XMIN1
TOUT2=TIN2
AMOUT2=XMIN2
CAP=0.0
QAUX=C.0
GO TO 50

15 IF(GAmMAL.E0.2.)G0 TO 25
CAPN=0.03114+TIN1.0.04662(tTme+3.118.3)-1.54
IF(CAPN.GT.1.15)CAPN=1.15
CAUX=4.0
GAP=CAPNCAPY
TOUT1=TIN1-CAP/(CCPXMIN1'04.186)
GO TO 34

25 GAP=CAPY*1.1
3AUx=CAP/COP
TOUT/1'1'1Ni

30 TOUT2=TIN2-CAP/(XMIN2=4.187)
XMOUT1=AMIN1
XMOUT2=XM/N2

50 OUT(11=TOUT1
OUT(2)=AMOUT1
OUT(3)=TOUT2
OUTI41=XMOUT2
OUT(51=CAP
OUTl61=QAUX
RETURN
ENO
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B.3. Listing of Subroutine of the Master-Controller Model.

SUBROUTINE TYPE311TIME.XINOUT.T.OTOT.PAR.INFO/
C THIS SUBROUTINE MODELS THE CONTROLLER FOR HOT - STORAGE
C VS. COLD - STORAGE COMPARISON.

DIMENSION XIN118/.0UT(121.PAR1/01,INFOII/vT(1).0TOTtll
NODEmPAR(1)
CAPY=PAR(2)
OELTX1=PAR(3)
OELTX2=PARt%)
TCOLMN=PAR/51
TSTMINwPAR(6)
TS/'ll/WAR(7)
WPUMPRI,PARM
NSTIC=PAR(9)
XNCOL=PAR(10)
IF/INFO/71.LE.01OUT(12)=0.
OUT(12)=OUT(12),.1.
IFIOUTI/2/.GE.NSTKIRETURN
TCOLOT:XIN(1)
TCOLIWKINC2/
TSTTOPmXIN(3)
TSTIOTIRXIN(4)
TROONI1XIN(51
TWP=X/N(6)
TOPOUT=XIN(71
DELTX3=3.OELTX2

XMACC=XMCCL
XM4CE=XMCCL0.65
XABSP=126.*CAPY/12561.
IFIMOCE.E0.11 GO TO 50

C SIMULATION NOW DEALS WITH COLO...STORAGE
IMTROOM24.5).GT.OMTX21 GO TO 60
IFf( TROON24.5).GT.0..ANU.XMLOAO.GT.0.1 GO TO 60
GO TO 65

50 IF(TSTTOP.GT.20.) GO TC 65
XMLOADmxNACE

C THE ABOVE MEANS THAT THE ROOM IS BEING COOLED
GO TO 70

65 XMLOA0=0.
THE ABOVE MEANS THAT THE ROCW IS NOT BEING COOLED

70 CAPMs0.0311440nOlCT..0.04662.(iTM0.3.) *10.3).1.56
IFCCAPN.GT.1.15/CAPNwt.16
IFWSTTOPTSTMAX1.GT.CELTX1) GO TC
U( tTSTTOPTSTWAX).GT.C..AND.XMAIRE.GT.0.)G0 TC 100
IP(TSTTOP.GE.N.)N8A0=1
IF(TSTTOP.LT.4..ANO.X190/RE.GT.0.)NBAO=t
/F/TSTTOP.LT...ANO.XMAIRE.E0.0./NBOON0
IF(TSTTOP.LT.2.)NBA0m0
IFINBAO.EC.i.AND.(TCOLCTTCOLMN).GT.OELTY2IGOTC 105
GO TO 130

105 IFCCAPN.LT.0.5/G0 TO 120
GO TO 121

100 IFMCOLOTTCOLMNI.GT.OELTX21G0 IC 120
IFICTCOLOTTCOLMNI.GT.0..ANO.XMCOT.GT.0.1 GO TO 120
GO TO 110

130 XHCOT=XMAIRCsKMAIPE=0.
C THE STORAGE TANK IS NOT BEING CCOLED

GAMNA1m0.
WELEC=MPUMPW'XMLCAO

135 OUT111=GAPHA1
GO TO 600

120 IF(CAPN.LT.0.5)G0 TO 110
C THE SOLAR-POWERED COOLING UNIT IS ON

121 XMCOT:XMCOL
XMAIRC=XMACC
XNA/REIRXMACE
GAMMAlmi.0
WELECxWPDMORP(XNAIRE4XPCOT*XMLOAOCtAESP,
GO TO 135

C AUXILLIARY ENERGY FOR COOLING UNIT IS ON
110 XMCOT=XMAIRC20.

XMAIRE=YMACE
GANMA1=2.0
WELEC=NPUMPRIXMAIRECCMLOAWNYABSP/
GO TO 135
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C SIMULATION NOW DEALS WITH HOT-STORAGE
50 CAPHR0.03114TSTTOP-0.446624(tTWe43.)-14.31-1.56

IF(CAPN.GT.1.15)CAPNR1.15
IF(CTROOM-24.5).GT.DELTX2) GO TO 320
IFf(TR001424.5).GT.E..ANO.XPLOAO.GT.4.1 GO TO 320
GO TO 310

320 XMLOADRXWACE
C THE COOLER IS COOLING THE ROOM

XMA/RERXMACE
XMAIRCsXmACC
GANMA1m1.0
GO TC 350

310 XMLOA0axmAIRE=CAP=XA/FC=0.
C THE COOLING UNIT IS OFF

GAMMA1m0.0
XAISPRO.

350 IF(ITCOLOT-TCOLIN).GT.CELTX2) GO TO 360
IFI(TCOLOT-TCCLINI.GT.O..ANO.XmCOT.GT.4.) GO TO 361
XMCOTRO.

355 /F((TSTTOP-TSTmIN).LT.C.) GO TO 420
IFIITSTTOP-TSTMIN).LT.CELTX1.AND.GAM1442.60.1.)GOTO 420
GO TO 440

C THE AUXILLIARY HEATER IS OFF.
440 GAMmA2=11.

WELECRNPuRPR*(XMAIRC.XADSP.XML000)

450 OUT(/)=GAMMAi
GO TO 600

420 GA/40442,41.0
C AuX/LLIARY HEATING CF STORAGE TANK IS INITIATED

wELEC=NPUMPR(XmCOT.XAeSP.XMAIRCtXMLCAO)
GO TO 450

C SOLAR HEATING OF STORAGE TANK IS ON
360 XMCOTsXMCCI

WELEC=WMUMPR0(XMCOT.XAVSP+KrAIRCW4LOAO)
GO TO 355

C EXCESS ENERGY IN THE COLLECTOR WILL if OUNPEC
600 IF(ITCOLOT-100.).GT.DELTX3)G0 TC 420

IF((TCOLOT-100.).GT.0..ANO.XMOUNP.GT.0.)G0 TO 620
XmOUMP=0.
GO TC 650

E20 XMOUNPR5276.
XMCOT=XHCCt

650 OUT(2)=XmCOT
OUT(1)=XMAIRC
OUT(414tXmAIRE
OUT(5)=GAHMA2
OUT(6)=M0A0
OUT(7)=WELEC
OUT(6)sXMCUNP

RETURN



C. Listing of Simulation Input Deck.

1

70

TRNSYS A TRANSIENT SIMULATION PROGRAM
FROM THE SOLAR ENERGY LAB AT THE UNIVERSITY CF

VERSION 6.2 12/20/76
WISCONSIN

SIMULATION G. 7.444E+32 1.2504..01

LIMITS 200 25

WIDTH 72

UNIT I i DATA READER
PA RAMETTYPE 15PARAMETERS
8.400E+04 1.0E0E+00 5.000E+00 1.136E+01 0.
6.360E+00 4.440E01 3. 7.4005+40 5. 5565..01

..1.778E+01 8.000E+00 5.556E01 -1.776E+41 3.600E+01

UNIT 2 TYPE 16 RADIATION DATA PROCESSOR
PANAMETERS 15
1.4004i+4i 1.820E+42 4.563E+01 3.400E+01
4.4714+04 2.308E01 9.000E+01 0.
3.400E4.01 9.000E+01 1.800E+02 9.040E+01
INPUTS 1

01, 5

9.000g.at
2.7005,42

UNIT 36 TYPE 14 FORCING FUNCTION
PARAMETERS 12
O. 3. 7.000E+00
...504E+43 /.550E+41 4.500E+03
2.4C4E+01 0.

4.14111

0. . 9.040E+04
1.750E+01 O.

UNIT 3 TYPE 17 WALLS
PARAMETERS 28
2.0004+00 8.000E01 3.0005..01 6.400E+00 4.aaapaa..44co.al 6.129E+01 4.4444+111 6.129E+01 2.0004.011
2.07EE01 a.racm-ai 4. 3.7f0E01 0.
a. 0. J. 1.4505..04 7.730E -03..667E02 5.985E03 2.590t04 1.0044 46 1.291E+40
4.0795..01 ..3.331102 5.7805..04
INPUTS 7
1. 7
1. 6

1.667E+01
2.o64E+00

2. 8
6, 4

J.
2.500El1

2,

a.

9 0.

0.

0 2.11

a.

UNIT TYPE 17 FLATROOF
PLAMETEAS 17
1.000E+00 1.000E01 9.004E01
2.218E+02 3.400E41 J.
4.754E...04 5.687E03 3.764E...43
6.333E...02 ..1.071503
INPUTS 4

4.400i4.00

2.
a.

430E...4

a.aaapga
-1.0000aa
..9.597501

1. 7 2. 4 . 6 l
/.067E+01 I. .1664+44 2a.500E+01

UNIT 6 TYPE 15 HEAT CONDUCTION
PARAMETERS 3

0.3. 3.420E+40
INPUTS 2
3. 2 4. 2

0. 0.
41646

UNIT 7PARAMETME 15 SOLAR HEAT GAIN

0. a. 3.000E+00
INPUTS 2
3. 3 4. 3

J. 3. 466
UNIT 8 TYPE 19 ROOM

PARAMETERS 17
2.400E+04 8.111E+02 1.0045 -01 2.210E+42 3.000E+00
1.900E+04 1.941E+03 1.040E+00 0. 5.913E+01



1.400E+01 1.4502+04 4.000E+00 4.922E+43 9.400E01
4.187E+00 O.
INPUTS 8
149 3 12. 4 it 7 6, 1 7. 1

36. 1 Os 0 0, a

5.400E+00 O. 1.667E+01 O. O.
O. 1.080E+04 5.400E+03
gERIVATIVES 1
.506E4.01

71

UNIT P1ARAMETERS2 TYPE 31 CONTROLLER
10

1.400E+80 1.000E+05 1.400E+00 1.5002+00 7.800E+41
7.64GE+01 O. 2.6602..01 4.400E+00 6.800E+43
INPUTS 7
10. 1 11, 1 11. 3 11. 1 8, 4

/
7.6010E+01 713..800E+01 10200E+01 7.600E+01 2.540E+01
1.58Gp.01 7.800E+81

UNIT 10 TYPE 33 SOLAR COLLECTOR
PARAMET ERS

89.500E9.44GE+01 -01 4.186E+00 8.6442..01 4.846E+00
9.20CE01 7.949E+03 1.2502..01
INPUTS 5
11 1 12. 2 1 7 2. 1
6.300E +01 a. 1.6i+C167E+01 O. ead

UNIT 13 TYS PE 5 DUMP MEAT EXCHANGER
PA RAMETER 4
4.400E+00 1.500E01 4.4.86E+00 4.1862+04
INPUTS 4
11, 1 12. 2 J. 3 12, 8

0. O. 1.433E+01 0.

UNIT 11 TYPE 4 MOT - STORAGE
PARAMETERS 9
1.200E+01 3.000E+00 4.186E+00 1.400E+03 1.540E+00
1.7002+05 3.000E+00 1.040E+00 9.500E+01
INPUTS 6
13. 1 12. 2 14, 1
121 5
a. a. 0.
O.
OERIVAT/YES 3
8.400E+41 7.9002+01 7.800E+0140

UNIT PA14RAMETERS
TYPE

2
34 AIRCONOITIONER

1.400E+05 6.500E...01
INPUTS 6
11, 3 12, 3 8, 1
12. 1
7.800E+01 O. 1.400E+01

UNIT 15 TYPE IT MALLS
PARAMETERS 28
2.4004+00 8.000E -01 9.0002..01
4.840E+01 6.129E+01 4.840E.01
2.4702-.01 3.7802..01 0.
0. I. J.
1.867E-02 5.9852..03 2.390E04
4.6792..01 ..3.331202 5.7806...04

12. 3 1. 7

O. 1.667E+01

_

41.04.441.11,0*

12. 4 io 8

O. 1.5002+01.

6.4;0E+00 4.000E+00
6.1Z9E+al 2.0002..41
3.700E...01 O.
1.450E04 7.730E43
1.000E...06 ..1.2912+40

INPUTS 7
1. 7 2. 8 2, 9 O. 0 2.11
1. 6 2

1.4)67E+01 O.
0. 4

0. a. O.
2.664E+00 2.500E+01

UNIT 16 TYPE 17 FLAT -ROOF
PARAMETERS 17
1.3002+00 8.4442-01 9.4002-41 1.410024.00 3.1002+qg
2.218E+02 9.0302..01 J. .4.044E+44
4.750E04 5.6472..03 3.784E...03 2.3302..04 9.597241
6.333E...02 1.471103
INPUTS 4



s 7
1.667E+41

2, 4
a.

19 6
220. .5 42.664i+00 00E+01
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UNIT 18 TYPE 15 HEAT CONOUCTICN
PARAMETERS 3

3.a. 3.304E+40
INPUTS 2
15, 2

O
16. 2

UNIT 19 TYPE 15 SOLAR HEAT GAIN
PARAMETERS 3
0. 4. 3.004E+40
PUINTS 2

15. 3 16, 3
O. 0.

44444 41.040044.110444,044,11

UNIT 20 TYPE 32 ROOM
PARAMETERS 17
2.40Ci+00 8.111E+02
1.906E+04 1.941E+03
1.006E+01 1.450E+44
4.187E+40 O.
INPUTS 8

36. 1 O
27, 1

.
26, 6

0

5.464E+40 O.
O. 1.484E+04
DERIVATIVES 1
2.544E+41

1.000E01
1.404E+40
4.400E+40

2.210E+42
O.
4.922E+03

3.300E+00
5.913E+01
9.040E...01

1,
70 18. 1 19. 1

1.E67E+01 O. 3.
5.404E+03

UNIT 26
RAMETE

TYPE
10
31 CONTROLLERPARS

2.404E+00 1.040E+45 1.440E+04
7.604E+01 1.200E+61 2.660E-01
INPUTS 7
25, 1 29. 1 27. 3
1. 8 2

78.
1

7.844E+01 .800E+01 1.000E+41
1.546E+01 7.840E+41

1.540E+00 7.640E+41
4.4144E+00 6.840E+43

27, 1 20. 4

8.3045+00 2.540E+41

UNIT 25 TYPE 33 SCLAR COLLECTOR
PARAMETERS 8
9.400E+01 9.500E...41 4.186E+00 6.600E441 4.846E+42
9.244E...41 7.909E+03 1.2505-41
INPUTS 5
29, 1 26, 2 1, 7 2. 1 25t 6
6.404E+41 O. 1.667E+01 O. 6.000E+41

UNIT 29 TYPE 5 DUMP HEAT EXCHANGER
PARAMETERS 4
4.044E+64 1.500E41 4.186E+40
INPUTS 4
25, 1 26, Z O. 0
3. 0. 1.833t+01

4.186E+4C

226. 8

UNIT 29
KAMETERS

TYPE
2
34 AIRCONOITIONER

PA
1.404E+45 6.500E01
INPUTS 6
28, 1 26, 2 27, 3 26, 4 1. 8
26. 1
7.804E+41 3. 1.444E+01 0. 1.540E+41
J. f

UNIT 27 TYPE 4 COLD- STORAGE
PARAMETERS 5

INPUTS
1.240E+01

6
3.040E+44 4.1875+00 1.0145+03 1.500E+40

20, 1 26, 6 29, 3 26. 1, 7
,

1I.404E+41 O. a. a. 1.667E+01
O.
DERIVATIVES 3
1.400E+01 9.400E+00 8.004E+00



UNIT 30 TYPE 24
PAKAMETERS 1
2.400E+01
INPUTS 11
3, 5 20, 5

26, 7 13, 5
O. O.
O. J.

QUANTITY INTEGRATOR

11.
za. 5
3.
o.

29, 6
11. 5a0.

12, 7
27. 5

0.
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UNIT 31 TYPE 25 PRINTER
PARAMETERS 4
2.400E+01 O. 7.444E+02
INPUTS 10
30, 1 30, 2 30, 3
30. 6 30, 7 30. 8
01.0A01 01.0A02 amatwputon QOUMPI 10w012

O.

30. 4
34. 9
QAUX2
OSTEN1

30, 5
30.10
oPumP1
OSTEN2

UNIT 32
RAMETERS

TYPE 2
4
5 PRINTER

PA
1.250E-01 6.960E+02 7.200E+02 O.INPUTS 10
10, 1 11. 1 25, t . 29. 1 8, 521, 5 16, 3 25. 3 11, 3 27. 3ToUT1 TINT TOUT2 T/N2 OLOAC1OLOAU2 GU1 0U2 TSTCRI TSTOR2

UNIT 33
RAmETERS 1

TYPE 24 QUANTITY INTEGRATORPA
2.400E+01
INPUTS 9
2. 1 10, 3 25, 311. 7 27, 7 6, 3

O. 0. J.
O. 3. a.

11. 6
20, 3J.
0.

UNIT 34 TYPE 25
PARAMETERS 4
2.400E+01 O.
INPUTS 9
33, t 33, 233, 6 33, 7
0IhOOL OCOL1
OST1 OST2

PRINTER

7.440E+02

33. 3
3C043. dQ2
1EAs1

27, 6

a.

0.

33, 4 33, 5
33. 9
USTUSI QSTUS2
OEXS2

UNIT 35 TYPE 25 PRINTER
PARAMETERS 4
1.450E-01 6.960E+02 7.200E+02INPUTS LO
13. 1 28, 1 13, 429. 5 1. 7 1. 5
TOPOTI TOFOT2 AMOUm1CAP2 TANS QINSO

0.

28, 4
13, 5
XmOUM2
ODP1

14, 5
28, 5
CAP1
20122

ENO


